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Rhoda’s Tea Time Coasters 

 
The Teacups 

 
 
 

 

To print onto fusible web (Ink Jet Only): 
Use a fusible web that has paper on one side; 
Heat n Bond Lite. Cut out paper sized sheets 
of fusible web, measuring 11” x 8½”. 

Heat n Bond Lite can be cut so that you get 2 
sheets per width of fusible. Use a desk corner 
or such to flatten the papers so they do not 
curl up. 

On a regular piece of paper, draw a small X in the 
corner and place it in the printer. Remember how 
you placed the page with the X; up or down, so you 
know which side of the paper your printer prints on 
and you will know which way to add your fusible 
web sheet. Test print one page (or another test 
page).  

Since HnBLite is too flimsy to run through the 
printer by itself. I stacked it with another regular 
piece of paper, placing the non-paper side of the 
fusible web on the regular piece of paper. I then 
folded over two pieces of tape on the top edge. I fed 
it through the printer, inserted taped edge into the 
printer first. Place one (1) fusible web paper into 
printer tray so that when you print, it prints on the 
paper side of the fusible web. Print only one page at 
a time.  

Select File and Print. In the Page to Print section: 
type in the number you wish to print. Select Print. Repeat steps for additional pages.   

11” 

8½
” 

Rhoda’s Tea Time Pattern inspired by Rhoda Forbes & Designed by Paco Rich. 
Rhoda’s Tea Time Pattern is the property of Paco Rich. Please do not share this pattern. 

If you wish to obtain a copy of this pattern, or other parts of the Rhoda’s Tea Time Pattern Collection,  
purchase them at AuntJudysAtticNM.com 
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Fusing to the Appliqué Fabric 
Once printed, roughly cut around teacup pieces – 
about ⅛” around the outside. You do not want to 
cut on the line at this point. Fuse the cut pieces 
to the back of your fabric according the directions 
on the fusible web. Cool the pieces, then cut out 
the shapes on the outside of the dark solid lines. 

 

 

 

Fusing to the Background Fabric 
Cut out three squares from your background 
fabric that measure 6½” x 6½”. 

Line up teacup pieces, Measure and Mark on 
your background squares as indicated in the 
diagram to the right: 

Tip: Cut out from card stock, a 6½” x 6½” 
square. Mark and cut out measurement 
markings to make a template to reuse instead 
of marking fabric. **See template provided. 
 

Layering 
Remove the fusible web paper from your fabric 
teacup pieces. Starting with the plate, layer the 
teacup pieces, line the bottom edge up with the 
bottom markings and side marking (the side depending on which side the handle is not on). The next layer, 
place the teacup body under the plate making sure you place the body in the center of the plate 
and your teacup top is straight on top. The next layer, hold the body and plate in place, slide the 
handle under the body and line up the outside edge of the handle with the other marking as 
shown. 

Once you have the pieces arranged, fuse teacup fabric to the background fabric according to the 
directions on the fusible web.   

1¼” from bottom 

¾” 
 

¾” 

6½” 

6½
” 

Center 
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Machine Appliqué  
These directions are written showing you how to use the satin 
stitch. But, the only difference between using a Satin Stitch VS a 
Blanket Stitch is the use of a stabilizer. A stabilizer is needed 
with satin stitches to keep the fabric from puckering up. A 
stabilizer is not needed for a blanket stitch. If you want to use a 
blanket stitch, skip the iron on the freezer paper step. 

Tension 
First, remember the what tension number your machine 
is set to so you can change it back after you are done with 
the appliqué. Turn the tension dial on your machine to a 
lower number (about 2 numbers), this allows the top 
thread to be pulled under, see sample. Test a couple of zig 
zag lines to get the right tension. For the test, use a thread 
of two different colors so you can see the difference. 

Satin or Blanket Stitch 
Make a test sandwich of a folded piece of fabric and 

press/iron a freezer paper square to the 
back. Set machine to a zig-zag stitch. Set 
the width of the stich to number 2. 2.5 or 
3, pick your preference. Set the length of 
the stitch to .3 or a .2 – if you need me to 
look over your machine, let me know. For 
my satin stitch appliqué, I like to use a 2mm or 2.5mm width, and a .2mm length.  

**You do not need a stabilizer for a blanket stitch. For a blanket 
stitch on the machine, look for the stitch that looks like a 

bunch of sideways T: . The trunk of the “T” will be 
pointing to the left and the top of the “T” will form a straight 
line on the right. When setting your stitch length and width for 
the blanket stitch, keep in mind you do not want your width to 

be so wide that it covers too much of your 
fabric, but not too narrow that it doesn’t 
catch enough of your fabric, the same goes for 
length.  For my blanket stitch appliqué, I like 
to use a 2.5mm width, the trunk of the “T” is 
2mm apart (length).  

Since all machines are different, adjust your tension, stitch width, 
and stitch length until you have a stitch that appeals to you.  
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Stabilizer 
Cut a square of freezer paper – large enough to fit around all of 
your teacup pieces. With high heat, press/iron freezer paper to the 
back of your teacup background square.  
 

Stitching in Layers 
Start with the lowest layer so your beginning and ending stitches 
will be sewn over as you move 
up each appliqué layer – Your 
first stitches need to start on 

the layer that is behind all the other layers; the bottom most 
layer. In the case of the teacups, the lowest layer is the handle 
because the handle is placed behind the body, which the 
body is placed behind the plate. You will only have to knot to 
secure the thread of the last layer stitches.   

Stitching 
Outside Curves 
Starting with the handle, place the needle down on top 
of the edge of teacup body. Start on the right (outside) 
edge of the teacup handle. The outside stitches need to 
be a thread width away from your teacup fabric. Lower 
the presser foot and hold firmly with your hands. As 
you stitch, you will guide the fabric with your hands 
around the edge. After a few stitches, stop stitching 
with the needle down, lift up the presser foot and turn 
your block ever so slightly, lower your presser foot and 
stitch a couple more stitches. Repeat as you stitch your 
way around. Shorter curves may only need one or two 
stitches before you need to stop with needle down, lift 
presser foot, and turn your block. Leave about 2+ 
inches of beginning and ending thread tails. 

Start 

Needle down 
one thread 
width away 

from the edge 
of teacup 

fabric. 

Stop with needle down on the 
outside of fabric, lift presser 
foot and slightly turn block, 
lower presser foot and stitch 

around an outside curve.  

Start 
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Stitching Inside Curves 
Stitching inside curves are very similar to outside 
curves, the only difference is stopping with the 
needle down on the inside of the teacup fabric, lift 
presser foot and turn fabric.  

Remember, ALL fabric edges need to be stitched 
down.  

Hiding Thread Tails 
With each new beginning 
and end stitching, you will 
have thread tails. Thread a needle with the tail end that is on the front of 
the block. Insert the threaded needle right next to where the tail end starts 
and pull the needle through to the back of your block. Self-threading 
needles come in handy here.  

The Next Layer 
When stitching the body, start on the edge of the plate. 
Stitch around the curve until you get to the corner.  

Stitching Corners 
When you come upon a corner, stitch all the way to the 
corner where your needle down stops one thread width away 
from the outside of the corner of the teacup fabric.  Lift 

presser foot up and rotate your block until the straight edge is lined up with your needle and 
continue. 
 

 

 

Last Layer 
The last layer stitches can be started anywhere.  After you 
have stitched around and you are nearing the beginning 
stitches, stitch over a couple of the beginning stitches 
before stopping. Hide thread tails to the back of the 

block. Tie the ending thread tails with a double knot to secure thread. Remove freezer paper and 
any marks you made, press teacup block.  

Start 

Stop with 
needle down 
on the inside 

of teacup 
fabric, lift 

presser foot 
and turn 

fabric ever so 
slightly to 

stitch around 
an inside Needle down one thread width away 

from the outside of teacup fabric. 

Start 

Needle down 
one thread 
width away 
from the 

outside corner 
of the teacup 

fabric, lift 
presser foot up 

and rotate.  

Stitches will 
overlap on the 

corners. 

Stitch over beginning 
stitches with ending 

stitches. 
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Teacup 2 Body 

Teacup 1 Plate 

Teacup 1 Body 

Teacup 3 Body 

Teacup 2 Plate 

Teacup 3 Plate 

Rhoda’s Tea Time Pattern inspired by Rhoda Forbes & Designed by Paco Rich. 
Rhoda’s Tea Time Pattern is the property of Paco Rich. Please do not share this pattern. 

If you wish to obtain a copy of this pattern, or other parts of the Rhoda’s Tea Time Pattern Collection,  
purchase them at AuntJudysAtticNM.com 

 

Teacup pieces have been designed with an added overlap. Pieces are 
printer/trace ready. Teacups have been Reversed. 

1 2 3 


